Hello Students:

I wanted to remind you about a few items that will be necessary for the class. Proper clothing, eye protection and ear noise reduction devices are required. Proper clothing would be all things cotton or canvas. This could be sweatshirts, flannel shirts or leather jackets. We have some Welding jackets available, but for some they might be too cumbersome. Leather boots or closed toe leather shoes would be best. Please no running shoes or sandals. I would suggest bringing a pair of clear safety glasses. If you wear glasses for vision you still need safety glasses. I will provide earplugs.

Another item I would recommend is a sketchbook. If you have one already please do not buy a new one. A five gallon plastic bucket will come in handy for carrying tools and project parts from your car to the classroom. We will not have personal storage for class projects.

I will be purchasing material for the class. These materials include steel sheet, steel rod, cardboard, glue sticks, welding rod and assorted fasteners. Incorporation of other materials is always encouraged.

I will be bringing in my sculptural projects to share with the class, and I encourage you to bring in your work as well.

I am looking forward to meeting all of you and assisting in your project development. I included my Email so please contact me if you have questions.

Thank you

Jamie Abbott
Jamieabbott47@gmail.com